Nominations Sought for 2017 Mayor Awards
- Recognizing Civic Contributions in Five Categories -
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Mayor Nan Whaley has announced nominations are being accepted for the 2017 Mayor Awards.

The awards will recognize outstanding civic contributions in five categories representing progress and positive happenings occurring in Dayton.

The qualifying categories:

- Family Friendly - An organization that supports employees through family-friendly policies.
- Community Service - An organization that supports and promotes service to the community.
- Giving Back to Neighborhoods - An individual or neighborhood group that has supported and inspired their neighborhood.
- Education Champion - An organization that is working hard to provide a brighter future for our children.
- Workforce Pipeline - An organization that promotes skill or trade development in students.

Nominations may be submitted at daytonohio.gov/mayorawards by June 16. Nominees must be located within the Dayton city limits.

Winners will be chosen by a three-member board consisting of a community member, a business representative and a City official. Awards will be presented at the City Commission meeting, and winners will be featured in a special video production and on the City's social media channels.